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ABSTRACT 

CARBOSOL is a collaborative network of 8 research teams from Spanish Universities and Research 
Centres focused on the study of soil organic matter and the Global Carbon Cycle. Our aim is to perform 
an accurate quantitation of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) stocks in Spain for different land uses, soil types 
and depths, and assess the environmental drivers of C storage. Furthermore, the compilation and 
processing of large-scale data sets is crucial for the modelling of C stocks. 

Over time, researchers in Spain have generated vast information about soil profiles. However, SOC 
data often cover limited areas and there are few available studies covering all climatic areas and land 
uses. Besides, this information is scattered, not easily available and presented in many different 
formats.  The organization of Spanish soil profiles information in a wide, unique and harmonized 
database is an essential tool for improving our knowledge on Spanish soil properties and dynamics. It 
is important to point out that the Iberian Peninsula presents a characteristic spatial and temporal 
variability based upon a diverse geography and a variety of climates. Heterogeneous landscapes offer 
a natural playground to understand factors affecting SOC, while assessing overall country stocks 
(Doblas-Miranda et al. 2013). Under the different Mediterranean forest types climate and vegetation 
control SOC sequestration, while the effect of texture is less pronounced (Chiti et al. 2012). 

In collaboration with soil experts, CARBOSOL has compiled soil profile data from 635 sources 
(published and unpublished studies). Detailed information from 6,610 geo-refereed profiles linked to 
22,105 analytical horizons is now available. It represents largest harmonized soil information collection 
in Spain.  

The geographical scope of the database is wide, covering the whole country (Figure 1). Soil carbon 
stocks vary as a function of soil texture, landscape position, drainage, plant productivity and bulk 
density, all of which vary spatially, promoting heterogeneity, and hampering the study of temporal 
changes in soil carbon stocks (Cambardella et al. 1994).  
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Figure 1. Distribution of soil profiles in Spain. Lines indicate provincial limits. 

CARBOSOL Database provides a large amount of information on soil organic matter contents and its 
associated driver factors: such as soil type, lithology, topography, land use or management. This 
database is conceived as a public tool for scientific and policy purposes that will allow a comprehensive 
and more accurate analysis of the current organic C stocks for each soil group in the different land use 
types in Spain. It will also provide information about the importance of environmental and land-use 
factors for C sequestration capacity. 

Strict criteria have been defined for accepting profiles into the CARBOSOL Database: a) completeness 
and reliability of data; b) traceability of source of data; c) geo-referencing; d) association of profiles to 
analytical horizon description, including the measurement of organic carbon of most horizons. The 
design of CARBOSOL database was governed by the aim of providing easy access to harmonized data. 
The simplest structure was adopted for the CARBOSOL database. This unsophisticated approach was 
adopted to encourage the use of the data and facilitate users not trained in database management. As 
for the main file storage format, the MS-Excel 2016 format was chosen, as this is compatible with most 
geographic information systems, database management systems, spreadsheets and statistical 
software packages. A schematic overview of the data model used for CARBOSOL database structure is 
given in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Schematic Data Model for Soil Profile Analytical Database of Spain CARBOSOL.

CONCLUSIONS 

CARBOSOL Database seeks to provide a public useful tool to improve knowledge about soils from Span 
with emphasis in soil carbon stocks and its driver factors.  

The first stage of CARBOSOL Network Project highlights the enormous and varied information 
generated in our country about soils. However, this information is scattered and presented in very 
variable formats. That’s why compiling and harmonizing the soil information is being a laborious and 
time consuming task.  So CARBOSOL Database, in spite of being the most extensive and complete 
database of soils generated in Spain until now, is now just picking up a part of the total available 
information. We hope that future projects and further collaborative task will enlarge CARBOSOL 
Database improving also its quality and usefulness. With this in mind we pay efforts in trying to 
structure the database in an easily way for handling and understanding using a popular and versatile 
software. For future work on CARBOSOL Database we recommend focussing attention in the 
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incorporation of information with preference in the proportionally under represented regions and land 
uses as well as to the incorporation of the most recent information (after 2006). Also, we strongly 
recommend to stress in revising and providing accurate coordinates in pursuing a robust and quality 
geo-referenced system of soil profiles that may became an upstanding tool both, for historical studies 
of biogeochemical changes in soils as well as for the correct management and integration of the 
information in GIS. 
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